ANTIBODY Savings EXTENDED FOR UMB!!! **

25% OFF General Antibodies From MilliporeSigma*

Purchase From BIORESCO NOW UNTIL: 9/30/2017!!!

Reference Promo Code 100 On “Special Order Form” When You Order!

Need Any FLAG PRODUCTS AND WANT GREAT PRICING?! EMAIL ME FOR DISCOUNT QUOTES ON ALL FLAG PRODUCTS!

*Did You Know We Have Antibodies For The Following Research And More?!

For the complete, up-to-date list of antibodies, please go to sigma.com/antibodyexplorer

EPIGENETICS – We have antibodies for DNA methylation, chromatin biology, transcriptional regulation, and cellular biology. And ChIP validated antibodies. sigma.com/chipab

STEM CELL BIOLOGY - Antibodies for pluripotent stem cells, neural stem cells, hematopoietic stem cells, cardiac stem cells, islet stem cells, and more. sigma.com/stemantibodies

FLOW CYTOMETRY - We have monoclonal antibodies labeled for FITC, APC, PE, and BIOTIN. Plus a broad selection of markers for CD antigens, MHC antigens, and cell signaling. Our primary antibodies are available in purified form or conjugated to some of the most popular fluorochromes. sigma.com/flowcytometry

ZEBRAFISH RESEARCH - Zebrafish Antibodies available for research in Cell Biology, Cancer, Epigenetics, Metabolism, Neuroscience, Signal Transduction, and Stem Cell Development. sigma.com/zebrafish

SECONDARY AND CONJUGATE ANTIBODIES - Highly sensitive, lot-to-lot consistency, large variety of species-specific options, wide range of labels and applications, and highly cross adsorbed antibodies. sigma.com/secondaryabs

We also have CF Dye Labeled Secondary Antibodies. The novel dye chemistry achieves greater brightness, photostability and sensitivity. sigma.com/cfdyes

DON’T FORGET The NO RISK Antibody Bioguarantee!!!

If our antibody does not perform in your application of interest or species specificity – no matter what – We will issue a full credit or replacement antibody product – BIOGUARANTEED!!!

For Any Questions, Quotes, Or Info Please Contact:
Jill Allen Clouse, Senior Research Sales Specialist
jill.clouse@sial.com or 410-200-5397

*(25% Offer Code Excludes Prestige, Roche, Cell Marque, and FLAG Antibodies)